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Figure 1: Abstraction Gap based on [KT08, p. 16].

1 Introduction

The techniques of abstraction and specialisation are used in almost every area of our daily lives

and became apparent in languages used to solve problems in many scienti�c or engineering

disciplines. Languages, being dedicated to a particular problem space, are called Domain-Speci�c
Languages (DSLs). Similar progress has happened in the discipline of computer science. In

the beginning, instruction sets of programming languages corresponded heavily to those of

the machine which the programme was intended to run on. Therefore, programmers had to

bridge a big gap between the domain of the initial problem and the domain of the problem-

solving programme (the solution). Between these domains, namely problem domain and solution
domain, the so-called abstraction gap [KT08; IM10] was very big, because the used concepts

of a solution idea and the particular solution implementation (machine instructions) are very

di�erent. Figure 1 illustrates this contemplation in the lower part. Realising an implementation

was very complex until high-level programming languages (such as C++ or Java) came out

onto the market. These languages raised the level of abstraction and increased developer’s

productivity by 450 % [KT08]. This progress got another impetus, when it was recognized that

taking advantage of the concept of DSLs can raise the abstraction level even more. Thus, DSLs

arrived in computer science and information technology (IT), enabling developers to implement

solutions closer to the problem domain. Most often, these languages are delivered with some

kind of compiler or interpreter to map abstract instructions to less abstract ones in an already

known and executable formalism. Such a mapping speci�es the translational or interpretative

semantics of a DSL and de�nes how to resolve DSL instances to an instance of the underlying

layer in Figure 1: compilation to another language, or direct execution respectively [EvSV+13].

In practice, there are heaps of DSLs supporting daily developer’s and engineer’s work, and

their number is still growing. One reason for the quantitative increase is a development

paradigm, which became more and more popular in the last decade. This paradigm is called

Model-Driven Software Development [SVB+06] (MDSD) and takes advantage of formal artefacts

to create instances of abstract concepts. The following short example illustrates the MDSD

paradigm. Consider, e.g., a detached house on the one hand and a tool shed on the other hand.

Both are buildings but have distinct purposes. The former is for living and the latter is for

storing gardening tools. From an abstract point of view both exemplars have several things
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in common. Both are buildings, have a door and a roof. Unless a building has no roof or door

it is not considered to be a building. Single parts of the houses are conceptualised (e.g. roof
or door) and a rule is given under which circumstances a set of single parts is meant to be a

building. These concepts and the rule are the formal base of both buildings. They enable us to

re�ect about houses and to evaluate, if something belongs to the domain buildings or not. This

formalisation is called a metamodel, because it speci�es properties of all its instances: the models.
Since metamodels have a higher level of abstraction than their models, they can be used, e.g., to

generate other artefacts from the models, because the generation rules can be speci�ed on top

of the metamodel’s concepts. A metamodel is considered to be the abstract formal grounding of

a DSL, not focussing the concrete, but on the abstract syntax of the DSL’s instances, the models.

Coming back to the small example, such a generation rule could automatically produce a list of

all consumed materials for a building, instead of having to write the list manually.

In this work, only model-based DSLs are considered, since they allow for abstraction of

languages to their constructional concepts. The abstract syntax of a DSL is speci�ed in its

metamodel and their instances (the models) conform to it.

2 Problems and Objectives

2.1 Problems

Software complexity rose and still rises [Leh96; Kle09]. Software design evolved as an essential

tool to cope with that complexity before developing the software itself. Therefore, the design

is the base for understanding a software system and for the early identi�cation of problems

instead of living with them afterwards [P�98]. Opdyke and Johnson investigated on this and

introduced the term refactoring in [OJ90], which signi�es the restructuring of code while

preserving its semantics to improve the design of a software. Later, Opdyke published a �rst

catalogue of refactorings in his dissertation [Opd92] forming the foundation of refactoring tools

in nowadays integrated development environments (IDEs). These IDEs came into the market to

support developers in managing the complexity of developed software so that qualities, such as

reusability, readability, or comprehensibility, are improved. In the beginning, refactorings had to

be applied manually after every regression, which was error-prone and required huge e�ort.

Later, the IDEs were equipped with mature refactoring tools enabling developers to execute

them (semi-)automatically. Today, all modern IDEs support refactoring in one or the other

modality [XS06]. For high-level programming languages code refactoring is well investigated

and can be applied easily.

In recent years Language Workbenches (LWs) [Fow05] emerged enabling the development

of mature tools for using DSLs. We call these tools Domain-Speci�c Language Environments
(DSLEs). According to [EvSV+13], a DSLE usually consists of an editor, syntax highlighting,

a parser, language-speci�c refactoring, and semantic services as reference resolution or error

marking. All these features are not new since they were adopted from programming language

IDEs [Fow05]. Many of them can be derived from a DSL’s abstract or concrete syntax. But one

of the biggest problems in nowadays LWs is still the lack of adequate refactoring support in

the produced DSLE [KV10; Mer10; EvSV+13; VWT+14]. As a result, developers cannot apply

refactorings in DSLEs, as they are used to it from modern IDEs.
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Figure 2: Overview of model life cycle in MDSD.
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The main problem regarding the lack of appropriate refactoring support can be subdivided

into the following three issues.

Only structural information is available inmetamodel DSLs only provide structural information

in their metamodels, especially knowledge about how concepts relate to each other. This

information is only of static nature and is regarded as the abstract syntax. Consequently, it is

not possible to establish a relation to a concept of quality representing information about which

quality a model actually has. Without such a fact it is not possible to interrelate qualities with

refactorings, which results in the fact that one cannot specify an indicator expressing when
and what structure to refactor. As a consequence, refactorings would be executed randomly
without a formal grounding. Furthermore, refactorings cannot be derived automatically for

DSLs, because they do not only depend on the structure, but on the speci�cs of the particular

language as well. DSLEs are not able to provide DSL-speci�c mature refactoring tools and they

omit the aspect of evolution completely. As a consequence, the e�ort to specify refactorings for

a particular DSL is huge. In the worst case, the restructurings a refactoring comprises must be

applied manually. This means that the consistency of the model to be refactored may break,

because this manual process is error-prone.

Figure 2 summarizes this subproblem on the left hand side for Model 1. This DSL instance is

created before it undergoes a process of evolution. Modi�cations are applied. Afterwards, the

quality should be evaluated for being able to give evidence which refactoring could be applied

upon which structure for improving the overall quality of the model. The process of evolution

and quality evaluation is a cycle which might stop when a model is not modi�ed anymore and

its quality requirements are satis�ed.

DSL is regarded as isolated The second subproblem is the fact that, when DSLs are engineered,

potential relations to other DSLs are not taken into account, thus, the DSL is considered as

isolated. Models of a DSL might relate to models of other DSLs. Those connections then can
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point to instances of arbitrary DSLs and cannot be foreseen. In such a case, interdependencies

between those models arise. As a consequence, a dependent model is in�uenced by modi�cations

of the other model. Figure 2 illustrates this relationship for Model 1 and Model 2 exemplarily.

If Model 2 evolves in terms of a refactoring its quality must be evaluated again. Since Model
1 depends on the evolved model it must co-evolve. This co-evolution is highly dependent

on the concrete modi�cations in Model 2 and the current state of Model 1. This is a problem

when di�erent DSLs are considered isolated, because an evolution of one model can violate

the consistency of a dependent model. In the following, environments incorporating several

di�erent DSLs are called Multi-Language Development Environment (MLDE) [PW15].

Another consequence of DSL isolation is that refactorings cannot be reused across di�erent

DSLs. For instance, the same semantics-preserving restructuring is available for di�erent

programming languages. The di�erence between these refactorings is not the speci�cs of the

refactoring itself but the language which it is applied to. Thus, from an abstract point of view,

the same steps are executed in di�erent languages. The same holds for DSLs. If refactorings

cannot be reused they must be speci�ed and implemented anew for every di�erent DSL.

Appropriate refactorings are dependent on DSL designer’s preferences Apart from the two sub-

problems above, the decision which refactorings to specify for a DSL highly depends on the

preferences of the DSL designer. On the one hand, the DSL designer must determine which

structures are suitable for refactoring. Therefore, the abstract syntax must be examined and

feasible relations between concepts have to be found for establishing potential candidates for

refactorings.

On the other hand, the technical background of the intended DSL users should be taken into

consideration by the DSL designer. Depending on the target group, refactorings of di�erent

maturity could be provided. As a consequence, this subproblem again leads to the fact that

DSL-speci�c refactorings cannot be derived automatically, since the decision which refactorings

to provide is highly subjective.

2.2 Objectives

These problems �nd expression in the following objectives which will be covered in this thesis.

Generic Specification of Refactorings DSLs should not be regarded as isolated, thus it is not

e�cient to specify and implement a refactoring for di�erent DSLs anew, although the same

modi�cations are applied except that the target language is di�erent. The same refactorings must

be reusable in di�erent DSLs from an abstract point of view. Consequently, the speci�cation of

refactorings should be independent from the target language which it is intended to be applied

to. Thus, an approach for the generic speci�cation of refactorings is needed.

DSL-Specific Instantiation of Refactorings When refactorings can be speci�ed generically, an

approach is needed that supports the declaration of what a generic refactoring means for a

particular DSL. This is the consequence of the previous objective and comprises the DSL-speci�c

instantiation of generic refactorings.
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ExplicitRelationBetweenRefactoringCandidates, RefactoringsandQualities In [FBB+99], Fowler

et al. de�ned structures suggesting the application of a particular refactoring as bad smells.
The presence of a bad smell is a refactoring candidate, because it deteriorates speci�c qualit-

ies and the execution of a refactoring might improve them [FBB+99; SSL01; MTM07; Als09].

The problem of Fowler et al. ’s term is that it has not been de�ned precisely. Furthermore,

the connection to qualities and refactorings is only implicit. Hence, it is not possible to give

evidence about what smelling structures in�uence which quality negatively and can be resolved

by which refactoring [MTM07]. That’s why a precise de�nition of a bad smell in the context of

MDSD is needed, explicitly relating refactoring candidates, refactorings and qualities to allow

for automatic detection and resolution.

Specification of Dependent Modifications A DSL and its models can have interdependencies to

models of other DSLs in MLDEs. If a model evolves, it might have e�ects on dependent models.

To avoid violation of consistency of the dependent models, an approach for speci�cation of

dependent modi�cations is needed. Since the subsequent changes must not alter the dependent

model semantics such modi�cations are considered to be refactorings. In addition, the sub-

sequent refactorings depend on a preceding refactoring and are therefore called co-refactoring.

Such a speci�cation should enable the mapping of preceding modi�cations in a model of one

DSL to succeeding modi�cations in a dependent model of another DSL.

Detection of Dependent Models Apart from the speci�cation of dependent modi�cations, de-

pendent models themselves must be detectable in MLDEs. This objective contains two essential

parts. First, dependencies between models must be tracked. Second, it must be recognized

when a tracked model evolves, what modi�cations occurred and which other models they have

in�uence on. After this detection process, the dependent modi�cations must be applied to the

dependent models.

3 Contributions in Brief

In the following, the thesis’ main contributions are presented and their progress beyond the

state-of-the-art is justi�ed.

Role-Based Generic Model Refactoring (Chapter 4)

To provide means for language-independent [MTM07; TMM08; MMBJ09] speci�cation of

refactorings, an appropriate abstraction mechanism is essential. For this reason, a �rst approach

of abstraction over the desired refactorings is contributed by means of role modelling. A role
model represents a dedicated view of objects in an certain context and the collaborations of the

objects within this context [RWL96; RG98]. In this thesis, a role model de�nes the participants of

a refactoring and their collaborations, independent from the target DSL which it should be made

available in. The di�erent context of the same generic refactoring is considered the particular

refactoring of a speci�c DSL. A refactoring speci�cation de�nes the intrinsic transformation a

generic refactoring should execute. To instantiate a generic refactoring for a speci�c DSL, only
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Figure 3: Schematic work�ow of Co-Refactoring.

a mapping of the role model to a certain structure of the DSL’s metamodel must be provided.

Thus, the transformation is reused. This contribution is extends our work published in [Rei10;

RSA10; RSA13].

The limitations of related approaches of generic refactorings is that they abstract from the

DSLs which refactorings should be provided for. Thus, they are constrained in the sense that all

DSLs must be similar to the concepts of the language abstraction. These approaches are too

static and arbitrary DSLs are not supported.

Role-Based Quality Smells as Refactoring Indicator (Chapter 6)

The term bad smell [FBB+99] is too imprecise, and an explicit connection of structures violating

particular quality requirements is omitted completely. Therefore, the concept of quality smell is

contributed. A quality smell establishes an explicit relation between model de�ciencies, their

deteriorating qualities and resolving refactorings. A concrete occurrence of a quality smell

can trace it back to the causing elements and suggests refactorings potentially resolving the

occurrence. Such a suggestion is achieved by de�ning roles of interest for a concrete quality

smell which then are mapped to the roles used in a resolving refactoring. This approach allows

developers for focussing speci�c qualities in isolation. This contribution is extends our work

published in [RA13; RBA14].

The limitations of related work is that there are approaches enabling detection and resolution

of de�ciencies in models but none of them correlates qualities, model de�ciencies and resolving

refactorings explicitly. We argue that this relation is essential for a quality-aware development

and engineering life cycle.

Role-Based Co-Refactoring of Dependent Models (Chapter 8)

Usually models do not occur isolated, but have dependencies on other models or other models

are dependent on them. To ensure consistency of dependent models, they must be co-refactored.

Our contribution is divided into two parts according to the work�ow depicted in Fig. 3.

First, dependent models and elements within them can be detected by means of a Dependency
Knowledge Base (DK-Base). Therefore, we de�ned four categories of potential model dependen-

cies and provide a logics-based approach to reveal them. Explicit dependencies are persisted in
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the DK-Base and the others are determined by querying the DK-Base. A part of determining

dependencies is published in [PRW14].

Second, the intrinsic co-refactoring approach is realised by means of Co-Refactoring Speci�ca-
tions (Co-RefSpecs), which populate a Co-Refactoring Knowledge Base (CoRK-Base). A Co-RefSpec

refers an incoming initiating refactoring, a condition, and an outgoing triggered co-refactoring.

Again, the roles of an initiating refactoring are bound to roles of a triggered refactoring. As

a consequence, the mapping of roles prevents the user from providing required input for an

outgoing refactoring which is dependent from an incoming refactoring.

The limitations of existing approaches is that none of them can be used as is for co-refactoring

of models. Either they have limitations regarding dependency detection, or they are not generic

enough to apply them in heterogeneous model environments such as MLDEs.

4 Conclusion

This thesis shows,that the concept of role models is bene�cial for all of our contributions.

For the generic refactoring approach, we use role models to capture structural constraints

of participants of a refactoring in a language-independent manner. A role mapping must be

provided to map roles to metaclasses of a particular target metamodel in order to enable a

generic refactoring in a concrete language. For quality smells, one can de�ne a role model to

declare certain participants of a quality smell that might be of interest. The elements which

are bound to the roles in a present quality smell then are passed to a resolving refactoring.

To co-refactor models, the used roles from an incoming refactoring are related to the used

roles of an outgoing refactoring. Thus, role models rendered as a very powerful abstraction

mechanism in the scenario of quality-aware model refactoring and co-refactoring in MLDEs. As

a consequence, role models can be considered as some kind of interfaces for models which can

be used for loosely coupled interaction. The interaction then can be speci�ed just depending on

the roles, regardless the context of interaction such as a refactoring, the detection of a quality

smell or a co-refactoring.
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